LAB REPORT GRADING KEY

AFI - abstract format incorrect

RNS - results not summarized and/or properly presented
RI - results are incorrect

GNL - graph not properly labeled

DNL - data not properly labeled

SC - sample calculations not shown

UM - units missing
UI - units are incorrect

SF - incorrect significant figures

PE - percent error not calculated
PD - percent difference not calculated

UNC - uncertainty not calculated

RND - results are not fully or properly discussed
UND - errors or uncertainties are not fully or properly discussed
DND - deviations (e.g., % differences) are not fully or properly discussed

QPC - answer to question is partially correct
QI - answer to question is totally incorrect

GI - grammar is incorrect
GA - grammar is ambiguous or imprecise
PW - poorly worded

N - neatness

XO - objective not explicitly stated in discussion of results

C4 - see format (i.e., refer to lab report format)

NTJ - non-technical jargon